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Abstract: This review analyzes the preparation and characterization of metal organic frameworks
(MOFs) and their application as photocatalysts for water purification. The study begins by highlighting
the problem of water scarcity and the different solutions for purification, including photocatalysis with
semiconductors, such as MOFs. It also describes the different methodologies that can be used for the
synthesis of MOFs, paying attention to the purification and activation steps. The characterization of
MOFs and the different approaches that can be followed to learn the photocatalytic processes are also
detailed. Finally, the work reviews literature focused on the degradation of contaminants from water
using MOF-based photocatalysts under light irradiation.
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1. Water Purification by Photocatalysis

The availability of quality water is a major problem in the current societies. Water needs have
increased annually, from 1990s, almost 1% according to the continuous growth of the worldwide
population, consumption patterns, and economic development [1,2]. It is noteworthy that this is a both
hemispheres issue, affecting regions such as Southern Europe, Western South America, Southern Africa,
and countries like China or Mexico [3]. By 2025, global water demand for the most water-intensive
activities, agriculture and energy production, is expected to increase about 60% and 80%, respectively.
Besides this, the world population prospects establish a population growth in the range of the 22–32%
by 2050.

However, the surface water availability remains almost invariable and the quality of this water
is being deteriorated because of the continuous release of chemicals to the environment, mainly
nutrients due to the intensification of the agricultural production [4,5]. In this sense, pesticides, such as
herbicides, insecticides, and fungicides, are also well-known water pollutants [6]. Moreover, the group
of emerging contaminants (ECs) includes the wide range of personal care products, pharmaceuticals,
cyanotoxins, steroids and hormones, plasticizers, caffeine, detergents, fragrances, etc. [7]. ECs are
compounds that have appeared in the last decades, being detected in low concentrations in the
water streams and without a proper regulation in most cases, resulting in a risk for human health,
environment, and also economic activities [8,9]. All of those water pollutants can be introduced
to the environment by multiple pathways, among which are industries disposal, hospital effluents,
domestic wastewater, sewage treatment plants (STPs), and water treatment plants (WTPs) [10]. For all
previous reasons, international agreements, such as the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
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Development, establish specific targets for improving the water quality management. In this sense,
wastewater treatment is a crucial step inside the water cycle. Further investigation for the improvement
of the technologies for wastewater treatments may suppose a great deal of opportunities, especially in
the new context of circular economy [11].

The treatment and purification of wastewater consist in the removal of the contaminants by the
combination of physical, biological, and/or chemical processes. In the case of physical methods,
gravity as natural force (such as for sedimentation) or barriers, such as membranes or filters,
are commonly used for separating and concentrating the pollutant. In this field, technologies, like
ultra- or nanofiltration, are able to remove macromolecules and biological matter, while inorganic
ions can be separated by reverse osmosis. However, those processes are characterized by high power
consumption, increasing operational costs [12]. The biological treatment of wastewater mainly includes
the use of biological activated sludge for promoting the biochemical degradation routes of the different
pollutants. This technology presents lower operational costs when compared to physical and chemical
operations, but it also has larger time requirements. Furthermore, some of the aforementioned ECs may
present bioaccumulation [13,14] and persistence or inhibitory effects over the bacterial microorganisms
of the activated sludge [15], drastically reducing the effectivity of the biological process. Finally,
chemical processes allow for removing heavy metals by alkaline precipitation and disinfection by
using UV radiation. Besides this, a family of high-power oxidant technologies, known as advanced
oxidation processes (AOPs), have been deeply investigated in the last decades. These processes
enable the degradation of refractory organic compounds by the in-situ generation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS), mainly hydroxyl radicals (•OH). AOPs can implement iron/H2O2 (Fenton processes),
O3 (ozonation), electric power (electrochemical oxidation), UV, or solar radiation (heterogeneous
photocatalysis), or their combination [16,17].

Among AOPs that are used for water purification, heterogeneous photocatalysis are highlighted
for the treatment of hazardous metal ions and the total abatement of organic pollutants [18–22]. This
technology has the advantages of using O2 as the main reactive and the possibility of operating
at mild conditions (ambient temperature and pressure). In heterogeneous photocatalysis, the
ROS are generated after a charges separation that is caused by the irradiation of a semiconductor
(photocatalyst) [23,24]. The photocatalyst, as semiconductor material, is defined by two separated
energy bands: the highest energy band with electrons (known as valence band, VB) and the lowest
energy band without electrons (called conduction band, CB). The energetic barrier between the
aforementioned bands receives the name of band gap energy (Eg) [25]. In this way, as represented in
Figure 1, when a photocatalyst is irradiated and receives an energy that is equal or higher to its band
gap energy, an electron (e−) is promoted from the valence band (generating a hole, h+, in the VB) to the
conduction band. Immediately, these photogenerated charges can recombine, releasing the excitation
energy as heat, or they can migrate to the surface of the semiconductor and generate the ROS. In the
latter case, hydroxyl radicals (•OH) can be obtained by the oxidation of water molecules performed
by the h+, while superoxide radical anions (O2

•−) can be produced by the reduction of adsorbed
oxygen. Moreover, superoxide radical anions can be further oxidized to hydroperoxyl radicals (HO2

•−)
by protonation. These oxidant species, coupled to direct oxidation by h+, are able to mineralize the
pollutant; this is to perform the oxidation of the entire organic matter to CO2 and H2O. However,
besides the recombination of the pair e−/h+, other reactions can reduce the effectivity of the global
process: combination of HO2

•−, producing H2O2; or protonation of •OH, resulting in the formation of
water [26–28].

The increasing attention that is paid in the research field of the photocatalysis for water purification
has resulted in the design and development of a wide variety of photocatalysts and their modifications.
Table 1 gathers some of the most investigated (and some other novel) semiconductor materials for
the photocatalytic purification of wastewater. Thus, further investigation is necessary for outstanding
the real behavior of these materials in diverse contexts: i.e., different water matrix or the degradation
of emerging contaminants in real wastewaters. In addition to this, the stability of the material
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is a recurring issue. For example, metal sulfides might present low photochemical stability under
irradiation, resulting in their dissolution, while corrosion in aqueous media is other major drawback for
some semiconductor materials [29]. This is not the case for titanium dioxide (TiO2), which is the most
used and researched photocatalyst. TiO2 has been utilized for both air and water purification [30,31].
This semiconductor is characterized by high activity in photocatalysis, besides high chemical stability
and low biological toxicity [32,33]. However, the use of TiO2 powder has the main disadvantages of
low porosity, poor adsorption, and the difficult management for its recovery. Moreover, the principal
photocatalytic phase of TiO2, anatase, can be only activated by UV radiation due to its high band gap
energy (3.2 eV, corresponding to λ ≤ 387 nm). This fact supposes an important drawback inside the
current trend of using solar energy (in which UV only represent the 5% of the total electromagnetic
spectrum) for photocatalytic applications [28,34]. For these reasons, TiO2 modifications, by means of
morphological (e.g., supporting on activated carbon or graphene, immobilized over fibers, forming
heterojunctions with other materials) and electronic (e.g., doping with heteroatoms, metal deposition,
combination with other semiconductors, sensitization with dyes) approaches, have been frequently
researching lines in photocatalysis. In any case, the synthesis of a TiO2-based photocatalyst for real
wastewater purification using not only UV light (and using visible and solar light) is still a challenging
frontier for the upcoming years.
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Table 1. Different types of photocatalysts used for the removal of pollutants in water.

Photocatalyst Type Examples Ref.

Metal oxides TiO2, ZnO, WO3, CeO2, Fe2O3, In2O3 or Bi2O3 [35–37]

Metal sulfides ZnS, CdS, MoS2, Bi2S3 or CuS/ZnS [38–40]

Ternary compounds
Titanates (BaTiO3, SrTiO3 or La2Ti2O7) [41–43]

Tungstates (Bi2WO6 or ZnWO4) [44,45]
Metalates [AxByOz] (such as BiVO4) [46,47]

Non-metal semiconductors g-C3N4, graphene [48–50]

Multicomponent materials

Bi2S3/Bi2O3/Bi2O2CO3
Bi2O2CO3/Bi2O4 [51–53]
BiVO4/Bi2O2CO3

g-C3N4-heterojunctions [49]
Graphene-heterojunctions [54]
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Simultaneously, during this last two decades, another type of materials has received special
attention photocatalysis, regarding the broad range of possibilities that the interaction between metal
clusters and organic linkers may present. This is the case of metal organic frameworks (MOFs), whose
crystalline structure provides a robust and well-defined network and also a high development of the
surface area [55]. These characteristics, coupled with the wide number of different available linkers
and metal clusters for their synthesis, allow for obtaining semiconductor materials with redshifted
absorption in the electromagnetic spectrum and suitable open porosity and very low framework
density [56–58]. In this sense, three different approaches will be suitable for obtaining MOFs with
photocatalytic activity [29]: (i) encapsulating chromophores in the internal structure (MOFs would act
as a passive cage for reactions); (ii) promoting e−/h+ separation in the metal cluster (as it occurs in
metal oxides); or, (iii) synthesizing MOFs using organic linkers with absorption bands displaced to the
visible region in the spectrum, so promoted electrons can move to the metallic cluster, avoiding charges
recombination. Therefore, the use of MOFs for the photocatalytic treatment of pollutants in water is an
interesting strategy for water purification. The photodegradation of water contaminants with MOFs
has been studied from the early 2000s [59], and it continues to nowadays [60]. Since that, a wide range
of chemical and structural modifications has been applied to enhance the photoresponse of MOFs.
The aim of this work is to review the latest progress in the synthesis, characterization, and application
of MOFs for the photocatalytic purification of water.

2. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs)

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are a class of porous materials with modular structure. This
allows a very wide structural diversity and the possibility of synthesizing materials with tailored
properties for specific applications, such as gas storage, drug delivery, separation processes, catalysis,
light harvesting and energy conversion, sensing, and so on. MOFs are formed by the assembly of
two components: cluster or metal ion nodes, which are also called secondary building units (SBUs),
and organic linkers between the SBUs, usually given rise to crystalline structures with significant
porous texture development [61]. For example, Figure 2 represents the SBU (metal node) and organic
linker used for the synthesis of two well-known MOFs, namely MOF-5 and HKUST-1. The combination
of these structures results in a huge number of possibilities, and therefore of different MOFs with
tailored properties. Figure 3 represents the different MOFs that were obtained using the same SBU
and different organic linkers. As can be observed, diverse pore shapes can be obtained, depending on
the linker.
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The organic linkers are generally polytopic linkers, such as carboxylates, phosphonates, sulphates,
azole, and heterocyclic compounds [63]. Some of the most representative SBUs and organic linkers
that are used for the formulation of MOFs are depicted in Figure 4. The first reference to metal
organic frameworks was reported by Yaghi et al. [64], who synthesized MOF-5 in 1995. Since then,
a large number of these materials have been analyzed in the literature and grouped under different
denominations. For example, UIO-based MOFs, like UIO-66, are from Universitetet i Oslo, MIL are
from Materials of Institute Lavoisier or ZIF-based MOFs referred to Zeolite Imidazolate Framework,
among others.Catalysts 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 42 
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One of the most studied applications of MOFs is gas adsorption and storage due to their, in some
cases, extremely high porosity, with surface areas higher than 6000 m2·g−1. In the case of hydrogen
storage, materials with low volume and with fast adsorption kinetics at relatively low pressure and
at ambient temperature are needed. Recent reviews [66,67] about hydrogen storage on MOFs have
appeared since the first study reported by Rosi et al. in 2003 [68]. CO2 capture and storage technology
has been investigated to mitigate its effect as a greenhouse gas [69,70]. Methane storage, as main
component of natural gas, has also been a relevant issue. In this sense, MOFs have been considered
as promising candidates due to their high and tuneable porosity and easily immobilized functional
sites [71]. Not only gas storage, but also gas separation applications with MOFs have been widely
studied in literature. In these sense, the adsorption of toxic gases, such as CO, NH3, or sulphur,
and nitrogen dioxides has been the main purpose in different studies [72,73].

Multifunctional MOF-based materials, such as magnetic sensors or low-dimensional magnetic
materials, can be included in the applications due to their magnetic properties of some MOFs. These
properties are ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, frustration, and canting [66]. Moreover,
MOF luminosity has been developed with different designs by combining metal ions, organic linkers,
or guest molecules. Thus, sensing devices can be prepared for selective ion monitoring, stress-induced
chemical detection, anisotropic photoluminescence probes, and/or the presence of guest/solvent
molecules [66].
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By other side, development of a controllable drug delivery system is required to enhance the
therapeutic efficacy. MOFs, as compared to traditional porous materials, possess predominance of
large surface areas, tunable pore size and shape, adjustable composition, and functionalized pore
surface, which confer to them unique advantages for promising applications in adsorption and the
release of therapeutic agents [66,74]. In this sense, the use of zirconium-based MOFs for drug delivery
and biomedicine applications has been recently reviewed due to the their optimal stability towards
hydrolysis and post-synthetic modifications with low toxicity [75].Catalysts 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 42 
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Photocatalytic applications of MOFs have also been widely analysed due to their semiconductor
properties [77]. Many studies are focused on the photocatalytic degradation of organic pollutants,
mainly dyes, and the photoreduction of heavy metals, both in water solutions. In these applications,
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it is crucial to assure the stability of MOF in water for large periods of time and wide pH ranges [78]
(see “Aqueous stability testing” in Section 4). Other pollutants coming from agricultural (pesticides,
veterinary drugs), industrial (nitrobenzene), or municipal (personal care or pharmaceutical products)
waste streams can be removed or degraded while using MOFs [79].

3. Synthesis of MOFs

Figure 5 summarizes the different approaches and synthesis conditions that are commonly used
for MOF preparation reported in the literature [80]. The conventional method is usually performed in
liquid-phase by mixing organic ligands, metal SBU, and a solvent for a certain time. The product of
the reaction is filtered and dried by evaporation to obtain a purified MOF [81]. The most used method
for the synthesis of MOFs is hydrothermal/solvothermal synthesis via conventional electrical heating at
a controlled temperature. Generally, high-solubility organic solvents, such as dimethyl formamide,
diethyl formamide, acetonitrile, acetone, ethanol, or methanol, are used in solvothermal reactions.
To avoid the problems that are related to the different solubility of the initial reagents, mixtures of
solvents can be used. Solvothermal synthesis can be performed at different temperatures. At the
lower temperatures, glass vials can be used, while at temperatures higher than 130 ◦C, the synthesis
is generally performed in small volume Teflon-lined autoclaves [82]. Hydrothermal synthesis of
MOFs constitutes a more environmental friendly approach that substitutes the use of organic solvents
for water [83]. The literature contains different attempts to synthesize MOFs with water due to the
inexpensive and environmentally friendly character of this solvent. For instance, carboxylate-based
MOFs were synthesized using organic salts (instead of their homologous protonated organic ligands)
as anionic linker sources, so that their solubility and the deprotonation steps, which necessarily take
place in the formation of MOFs, are notably favored in aqueous solution [84]. Nevertheless, these
syntheses usually require long reaction times for an optimal crystallization, in order to accelerate the
crystallization and obtain more uniform crystals with lower size, other alternative synthesis routes
have been researched, such as microwave-assisted, electrochemical, sonochemical, mechanochemical,
and spray-drying synthesis. These methods try to synthesize MOFs in a shortened time and with
higher quality. The choice of the solvent is crucial in liquid-phase reactions and it is based on different
characteristics, such as redox potential, reactivity, solubility, or stability, among others. The nature
of the solvent also determines the thermodynamic and activation energy of the reaction. Besides the
liquid-phase, some studies have focused on MOF synthesis by solid-state synthesis.
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The slow evaporation synthesis does not need any external energy supply. However, the advantage
of using room temperature results in significantly longer synthesis times than other methods. In this
synthesis, the initial solution is progressively concentrated by the slow evaporation of the solvent.
In some cases, the process uses a mixture of solvents to increase the solubility of the reagents and
accelerate the process by the faster evaporation of low-boiling solvents [85]. Microwave-assisted synthesis
provides a very rapid method for the synthesis of MOFs [86,87]. Besides the lower synthesis times in
relation with the solvothermal method, microwave heating can also result in higher crystallinity, porous
texture development, particle size reduction, and better morphology control. Microwave-assisted
synthesis is based on the interaction between electromagnetic waves and mobile electric charges,
such as polar solvent molecules or ions in the solution. In sonochemical synthesis, the reagents undergo
chemical change due to the application of intensive ultrasonic radiation (20 kHz–10 MHz). Ultrasound
produces chemical and/or physical transformations by cavitation, which involves the formation and
growth of small bubbles in the liquid phase. The collapse of these bubbles creates local hot spots of a
short lifetime with high temperature and pressure, which generate homogeneous nucleation centres
and reduce the crystallization time when compared with conventional solvothermal methods [88–90].
The mechanochemical method is based on mechanical agitation and collision between substances. It has
the advantage of being a solvent-free procedure, resulting in less energy (because no heating is
necessary), high efficiency, and simple process [91,92]. In liquid-assisted grinding (LAG), a small
amount of solvent is added into a solid reaction mixture to facilitate the grinding [93]. Electrochemical
synthesis does not require metal salts in the solution and offers the continuous production of MOFs,
which constitutes a main advantage in an industrial process [94]. Furthermore, this method allows for
the direct synthesis of thin films of MOFs over a surface at mild temperatures, reducing the effects
of film cracking observed with other methods. The most studied electrosynthesis method is anodic
dissolution, which uses an electrode as the source of metal ions. The electrode is located in a solution
with the organic linker and often with an electrolyte. Upon applying an appropriate voltage or current,
the metal dissolves and the metal ions that are required for the MOF formation are released near
the electrode surface. The metal ions then immediately react with the linkers that are present in
the solution and the MOF is formed close to the electrode surface. Thus, unlike the other synthesis
methods, the metal ion is not supplied by a salt precursor but by the oxidation of the electrode.

Other methods, less analyzed, include spray-drying synthesis, diffusion methods, or ionothermal
synthesis. The spray-drying method consists in the atomization of a solution containing the MOF
precursors into a spray of microdroplets using a two-fluid nozzle. The inner nozzle injects the solution
and the outlet compresses gas. The droplets are therefore surrounded by the gas at a controlled
temperature. The evaporation of the solvent increases the precursor concentrations at the surface, until
the critical concentration for reaction is reached, and the crystallization begins [95,96]. The diffusion
methods can be divided into gas phase, liquid phase, or gel diffusion. In these methods the reaction
rate is controlled by the diffusion of one of the reagents. In gas phase diffusion, a volatile organic
ligand solution is used as a solvent, while in liquid phase diffusion both metal ions and organic
ligands are dissolved in immiscible solvents [97]. To carry out the gel diffusion, the formation of
MOF crystals comes from the mixture of the metal ions solution and the organic ligand dispersed in a
gel substance [98]. The synthesis of MOFs by the diffusion method is often conducted under a mild
reaction conditions, but it requires long reaction times. The ionothermal method uses an ionic liquid
as structural template, charge balance group, or reaction medium. Thereby, this method provides
a pure ionic environment. The physicochemical properties of MOFs can be controlled by changing
the composition of the ionic liquid. Employing an ionic liquid has benefits, such as a good thermal
stability, lower melting point, and wider liquid range [99].

The synthesis of MOFs usually requires the final steps of purification and/or activation.
Purification consists of the removal of impurities, such as metal oxides, recrystallized linker, or dense
hybrid compounds, not occluded inside the pores. This can be carried out by sieving or based on the
densities of the synthesized products. Nevertheless, most often impurities are removed by solvent
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treatment at elevated temperatures. Activation entails the removal of guest molecules from the pores.
Various techniques are used to get the activation of MOFs, such as vacuum drying, solvent exchange,
or supercritical drying. In some cases, the heating of the MOF under vacuum can be enough to assure
the activation. However, it also occurs that after vacuum drying lower surface areas than expected are
obtained. This behaviour can be ascribed to the framework collapse due to the high surface tension
and capillary forces that are produced by the liquid to gas-phase transformation of the trapped solvent
molecules, especially if the solvent has a high boiling point and/or high surface tension. To avoid this
problem, the solvent can be exchanged with a lower boiling point/lower-surface tension solvent prior
to heating under vacuum. For the exchange, the MOF should be soaked in the new solvent during
enough time to assure the complete solvent exchange. The soaking time can be from a few hours to
several days (nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy can be used to assure the complete solvent
exchange). Afterwards, the MOF will be activated at a temperature above the boiling point of the new
solvent but below the decomposition temperature of the framework. If conventional solvent exchange
is unsuccessful, activation can be achieved by exchange with supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2),
which avoids the liquid to gas-phase transformation. Prior to use scCO2, the MOF should be exchanged
with a solvent miscible with CO2, such as ethanol or methanol. With this last technique, activation is
achieved, even if the MOF has a quite breakable structure [100]. A new technique has been recently
reported to activate different MOFs with UV-vis lamp [101]. The localized light-to-heat conversion
that is produced in the MOF crystals upon irradiation enables a very fast solvent removal, thereby
significantly reducing the activation time to 30 min and suppressing the need for time-consuming
solvent exchange procedures and vacuum conditions. It is necessary to highlight that during all
steps that are necessary for the purification and activation, the integrity of the framework must be
verified, since high temperature can result in the collapse of the structure of the MOF or even in side
chemical reactions that can alter the surface chemistry and properties of the final material. In order to
know whether the purification/activation steps are correctly performed, it is usually convenient to
compare the experimental measured surface areas with those calculated by computational modelling or
previously reported in other studies. If the experimental surface area is similar to the computationally
derived, then the activation procedure seems well performed. If the experimental area is significantly
lower than the theoretical one, this is indicative of a collapse of the frameworks or an incomplete
solvent removal.

Modification of MOFs

The performance of MOFs in different applications can be improved by modifying their
chemical groups or other components. In the case of photocatalytic applications, some of the
MOFs show relatively high band gap values and therefore they can only harvest UV light, which
limits their application. The different strategies to enhance photocatalytic activity of MOFs include:
(i) Functionalization; (ii) Deposition of metal nanoparticles; (iii) Combination with semiconductors in
different types of heterostructures; and, (iv) Sensitization with dyes.

Functionalization of MOFs can be achieved by two different approaches. The first is based on the
synthesis of the functionalized MOF using an organic linker containing the desired functional groups.
This approach avoids the modification of an already synthesized MOF. However, this procedure has
some limitations and it might not be easily generalized because either of the groups could interfere
with the formation of the desired material or the properties (thermal stability, solubility) of the
functionalized linker might not be compatible with the synthetic conditions. The more complex the
functions to be introduced, the more difficult the synthesis by self-assembly because of their reactivity
towards the metallic precursors [102]. A clear example of this methodology is the inclusion of amine
groups by replacing terephthalic acid by 2-aminoterephthalic acid as organic linker in the synthesis of
MIL-125(Ti) MOF to obtain NH2-MIL-125(Ti). This change in the organic linker resulted in a much
higher photocatalytic activity of the resulting MOF [103]. The second functionalization approach is
post-synthetic modification (PSM), consisting in the functionalization of a previously synthesized
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MOF. The main difficulty with post-synthetic modification is to not distort the structure of the starting
material during the process. Different routes have been developed to access post-functionalized MOFs
based on different chemical interactions while keeping the same native structure [104]. PSMs can
be divided in four different categories, as summarized in Figure 6, namely covalent PSM, which is
produced by the covalent modification of the organic linker; dative PSM, involving the coordination
of a metal centre to a linker with vacant coordination site; inorganic PSM, which is produced by the
modification of the SBUs; and, ionic PSM, as result of the exchange of a counter-ion in a cationic or
anionic MOF. For covalent or dative PSM, the MOF normally needs to have a reactive group present
on a linker. This group is often referred to as a ‘tag’, which is defined as a group or functionality
that is stable and non-structure-defining during MOF formation, but that can be transformed by a
post-synthetic modification [105].Catalysts 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 42 
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Different covalent transformations have been successfully carried out in the literature to modify
preassembled MOFs. These transformations include varied chemical reactions, such as amide coupling,
imine condensation, urea formation, salicylaldehyde condensation, N-alkylation, click reactions,
bromination, and protonation. Many of these transformation reactions have been implemented in
amino-functionalized MOFs, due to the higher reactivity of the amino functional group. It should be
mentioned that most PSM reactions involve the increase of the size and complexity of the functional
groups into the pores. However, it is also possible to make this group smaller, while simultaneously
unmasking a protected functional group. This class of reactions has been termed post-synthetic
deprotection (PSD) [29] and it can achieved by thermolysis and photolysis reactions. Dative PSM
reactions can be divided into two types: those in which the metal coordinates to a neutral site
of the organic ligand, and those in which coordination occurs by the deprotonation of the ligand,
such as the conversion of hydroxyl groups into alkoxides (incorporating metal centres). Inorganic
PSM can be included in a wider functionalization category, namely post-synthetic exchange (PSE),
which includes the modification/substitution of the SBU (inorganic PSM) or of the organic linker.
Inorganic PSM reactions include transmetalation at inorganic nodes, oxidation, and the reduction of
the framework metal centres or substitution of metal centres. On the other hand, PSE by substitution
of framework ligands includes solvent-assisted linker exchange (SALE) and solvent-assisted linker
incorporation (SALI). Finally, ionic MOFs are those in which the framework has a cationic or anionic
charge, with counter-ions being present in the pores to balance these charges. Many ionic MOFs
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can undergo post-synthetic ion-exchange processes (ionic PSM), during which the cations or anions
initially present in the pores are substituted for others.

There are other possible MOF transformations that can be viewed as post-synthetic modifications,
including the formation of nanoparticles within the porosity of the MOF (deposition of metal
nanoparticles). In recent years, metal nanoparticles (NPs) have gained popularity because of their
application in heterogeneous catalysis. Different methods have been developed to load metals
nanoparticles in MOFs, such as incipient wetness impregnation or double solvents method, based on
the use of a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic solvent [106]. Generally, these processes require the use
of strong reducing agents, like NaBH4 or H2, to obtain the desired metal NPs, which compromises
the stability of the framework. Recently, photoreduction has been used for the reduction of the metal
nanoparticles with promising results [107].

Dye-sensitization is considered to be a mature way of enhancing the visible light harvesting.
In 1991, it appeared in a report to create a solar cell from dye-sensitized colloidal TiO2 films for the
first time [108]. Since then, some studies have analysed the post-modification of MOFs by sensitization
with dyes. For instance, the sensitization of Pt@UiO-66 with Rhodamine B or UiO-66 with Erythrosin
(ErB) enhanced the photocatalytic activity under visible-light for H2 production [109,110]. Similarly,
Qin and co-workers utilized a dye photosensitizer to get ZIF-67 as a co-catalyst for photochemical CO2

reduction [111].
Finally, combination of MOF with semiconductors can show great advantages when compared

with pure MOFs due to the synergetic effect. For example, MOF heterostructures combined with
typical semiconductors (e.g., ZnO, TiO2, and graphene) have been demonstrated to exhibit exciting
catalytic abilities, also with great changes in luminescence and adsorption properties. In the case
of photocatalysis, the construction of heterostructures can reduce the recombination, improve light
absorption, and show better charge separation, as will be described in detail in Section 6.

4. Characterization of MOFs

The resulting MOFs that are prepared by different methodologies should be further characterized
with diverse physicochemical techniques for determining their properties. From the point of
view of water treatment by photocatalysis, it is also important to know its structural and textural
properties, studying its homogeneity, while determining its electronic and light absorption properties,
and, of course, its stability in water. The techniques more useful for the characterization of MOFs are
described below.

4.1. Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD)

PXRD is widely used to determine the structural parameters and crystallinity of the MOFs.
The structural identification can be performed by comparing the diffractogram of the synthesized MOF
with a previous one reported in literature or a simulated pattern generated by single crystal X-ray
and included in a database, or through the use of computational modeling [112]. With this technique,
it is possible to identify the crystalline structure, different polymorphic forms, distinguish between
amorphous and crystalline material, and estimate its crystallinity percentage. Once the crystalline
structure of the MOF is identified, it is possible to determine the crystallographic parameters, such
as unit cell size, lattice parameters, and crystallite size. The formers can be refined from diffraction
data by different methodologies that assume a mathematical adjustment, such as the non-linear least
squares method [113]. Once the diffraction peaks are identified, the crystallite size is calculated using
the Scherrer’s equation, usually with the most intense no-overlapped peak [114]:

D =
K·λ

β·cosθ
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being D the crystallite size, K a size factor (values among 0.84–0.98 depending on the equipment), β the
full width at half maximum height of the peak (FWHM), and θ the Bragg angle for the peak identified
in the diffraction pattern.

This characterization technique is extensively used by researchers working on MOFs because it
allows for understanding the crystallization of a MOF, but it also serves to verify the creation of a new
MOF or heterojunction or composite. In photocatalytic applications, the stability of the MOF is also
determined by XRD technique. The used-MOF is recovered from the medium after reaction, washed,
and then dried. Thus, its diffraction pattern is recorded and compared with the pristine MOF, checking
the possible differences and thus determining if the structure of the MOF is stable [115].

Unlike X-ray diffraction, there are other techniques based on the absorption of X-rays that are less
used in the characterization of MOFs, mainly because they require the use of complex synchrotron
radiation installations. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS or XAFS) is an oscillatory
modulation in the X-ray absorption coefficient on the high-energy side of an absorption edge, which
analyses the types and numbers of atoms in the local environment of the absorbing atom and accurate
absorber-neighbor distances [116]. On the other hand, X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES)
gives information about the energy band width, the valence state, and the bond angles [117].

4.2. Nitrogen Adsorption-Desorption at −196 ◦C

This technique is commonly used in MOFs characterization because it allows for determining the
textural parameters, such as surface areas, pore volumes, average pore size, and pore size distributions.
This approach studies the N2 adsorption over the surface of a solid at the boiling temperature of liquid
nitrogen, resulting in an adsorption isotherm. The shape of the isotherm provides information about
the homogeneity of the solid [118]. In 1985, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) classified the physisorption isotherms into six types [119]. However, Thommes et al. [120]
refined the original IUPAC classifications of physisorption isotherms, where Type I and IV isotherm
were divided in I(a), I(b), IV(a), and IV(b), respectively. The same happens with the types of hysteresis
loops. IUPAC classification identified four different loops and Thommes et al. [120] recently found
two more types, resulting in six types of hysteresis loops that are related to the underlying adsorption
mechanism and pore structure. To get useful information, the MOF must be properly vacuum dried
and heated before N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm. However, in some cases, this pre-treatment
reduces the surface areas due to framework collapse [112,121]. This collapse could often be related to
the capillary forces and the high surface stress that occurred in the interphase between the gas and the
confined molecules of the solvent [122].

In general, MOFs are solids with high surface areas (>2000 m2·g−1) and porosity, with the majority
microporous materials describing type I isotherms. The most common approach used to calculate
the surface area of MOFs is the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method [123], which permits the
comparison with other porous materials. However, special attention must be paid with highly porous
three-dimensional (3D) MOF frameworks, since the BET model was designed for flat surfaces and it
may not correctly describe the MOFs adsorption data [124]. The presence of microporous is usually
determined by the t-plot method, which compares the adsorption isotherm data of a porous sample
and of a nonporous material [125]. Analogous to the BET modelling, the pore volume and pore size
distribution can be extracted from the N2 adsorption isotherm, although it must be cautious when
using the mathematical models. The density functional theory, commonly named DFT model [126],
is widely used for analyzing the pore size distributions of MOFs in the range of meso- and micropores,
while the Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method is only used for mesopores and Horwath-Kawazoe
(HK) for micropores [125,127]. Of course, the accurate fit of the experimental data depends on the
available equipment, mainly for the micropores analysis that requires adsorption data at very low
relative pressures, and the porosity of MOFs. For instance, if the studied MOF has flexible pores or
they are randomly ordered, the DFT approach is questionable because it assumes that the pores are
rigid and of a well-defined shape [128].
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4.3. Ultraviolet-Visible Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (UV-vis DRS)

UV-vis DRS is frequently used in the characterization of photocatalysts because provides
information about the optical properties and allows for knowing the wavelength range in which
the semiconductor absorbs the light. By this technique, an absorption spectrum is recorded in the
UV-visible wavelength range, usually from 190 to 900 nm, appearing in the absorption band. MOFs
are a very interesting type of semiconductor because, depending on its composition, they can behave
as an inorganic semiconductor, organic or both. When an inorganic semiconductor is excited by light
with enough energy, the electrons are able to move from the valance band (VB) to the conduction
band (CB), leaving a hole in the VB. The mechanisms followed by organic semiconductors are very
similar, but the electronic transitions are among the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of an organic compound. Since MOFs are organometallic
compounds constituted of metal oxo-clusters and organic linkers, when they are excited by light of
an appropriate energy, the e− transitions can occur between the VB and CB of the metal oxo-cluster
and/or between the HOMO and LUMO of the organic linker [129]. Thus, the absorption spectrum can be
formed by several bands, depending on which constituent promotes electronic transitions. An interesting
example of the UV-vis characterization was reported by Horiuchi et al. [130] comparing the light
absorption of MIL-125 and NH2-MIL-125. MIL-125 showed an absorption band below 350 nm, due to
the e− transitions in the Ti-oxo-cluster, while the NH2-MIL-125 showed a broad band up to 500 nm with
two peaks, associated to electronic transitions in both the Ti-oxo-clusters and the NH2-linkers.

UV-vis DRS is also a useful tool to determine the band gap energy (Eg) of a semiconductor. For this
purpose, the Tauc Plot approximation is usually employed [131,132]. This model determines the Eg by
the equation:

αhν = A (hν − Eg)1/n

where α, h, ν, Eg, and A are the absorption coefficient, Planck constant, radiation frequency, band
gap, and a constant, respectively. The value of n depends on the semiconductor type, being 1/2 for
direct semiconductors and 2 for indirect ones. From this equation, it is possible to build a plot of
(αhv)1/n vs. hv, called Tauc Plot [131]. For a direct band gap semiconductor, the plot with n = 1/2
shows a linear Tauc region just above the optical absorption edge, while indirect band gap materials
show the Tauc region on the n = 2 plot. Extrapolation of this line to the photon energy axis yields the
semiconductor band gap- a key indicator of its light harvesting efficiency under solar illumination.
Figure 7 depicts an example of the UV-vis absorption spectra and the respective Tauc plots for a variety
of modified-MIL-125(Ti) MOFs [133]. It can be seen that these MOFs have an absorption band up to
460 nm, shifting the absorption to the visible region and yielding direct semiconductors with band gap
values close to 2.85 eV. These values are lower than the characteristic band gap of TiO2 semiconductor
(3.2 eV) that is usually used in photocatalytic applications.
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4.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The SEM technique is routinely used for MOFs characterization. It generates high-resolution
two-dimensional (2D) images that display the shape of the material and its spatial variations, revealing
information about the external morphology, dispersion, and mixture of phases. The porous structure
that characterizes MOFs gives rise to particles of curious shapes, such as cubes, bars, rhombohedra,
and so on, yielding a varied morphology (see an example in Figure 8). Depending on the SEM
equipment used and the insulating nature of some MOFs, the SEM characterization can require a
previous pretreatment by coating the surface with a conductive material, usually gold [124]. To avoid
this drawback, researchers have access to Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM). This
equipment works with a field emission gun that provides extremely focused electron beams, which
enhances the spatial resolution working at low potentials. This characteristic reduces the charging
effect on insulating materials and even avoids the damage that the electron beam can induce in some
sensitive MOFs. On the other hand, TEM has been widely applied to determine the grain size, particle
size, and crystallographic data, such as plane indices and dislocations. Different software programs
can be used to analyze the microscopy images (e.g., ImageJ, Cell Profiler). With those tools, it is
possible to determine the particle size, measuring different particles and creating a histogram, and the
spacing between crystallographic planes. This technique is very useful for the characterization of
MOFs modified by the incorporation of nanoparticles (NPs), because the collected images provides
data about the size and dispersion of those NPs [134]. These microscopies can be coupled with
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) or Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX or EDAX), which
allows for determining the elemental quantitative and qualitative composition of MOF. As an example,
Gao et al. [135] synthesized Fe-MOFs that were characterized by Field Emission SEM (FE-SEM) and
High-resolution TEM (HRTEM), a observing uniform spindle-like shape and a uniform microstructure
and lattice structure (Figure 8). The chemical composition was studied by EDX yielding mapping
results of each element that allows for knowing the homogeneity of the synthesized MOF.
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Figure 8. (a) Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) image of Fe-MOF; (b) Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of Fe-MOF; (c) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of Fe-MOF;
and, (e–g) Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX) element mapping of C, O, and Fe obtained from (d)
(reproduced with permission from ref. [135]).
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4.5. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)

TGA measures the mass loss of a material as a function of temperature in a controlled atmosphere.
This technique is useful in determining the thermal stability of the MOF and to estimate its
solvent-accessible pore volume. The MOF decomposition varies depending of the carrier gas (N2, air,
or O2) that is used for the TGA. In a common study, the TGA curve represents the weight loss of the
MOF (%) versus temperature. This plot usually depicts a first loss of mass in the 40–110 ◦C range that
corresponds to the removal of the solvent molecules, and a second loss between 300–600 ◦C that is
usually assumed to the structural modification of the MOF framework, yielding the corresponding
metal-oxides. It must be borne in mind that this weight loss does not have to be due to a structural
change, so it is necessary to complement this study with an analysis by XRD at variable temperatures
to check the change of structure [124].

4.6. Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES)

ICP-OES is an elemental analysis technique that uses the emission spectra of a sample to identify
and quantify the present elements [136]. ICP-OES can detect most elements at very low concentrations,
so it is used to know the purity of the MOFs and the relationship between the elements that form it [124].
However, this technique does not analyze the chemical composition directly over the solid materials,
but it requires that the sample be digested (dissolved) prior to analysis. The complete dissolution of
MOFs is not always so easy, even employing severe treatments with HNO3, H2SO4, followed by H2O2

or even HF digestions. These procedures are difficult the ICP-OES analysis, because it is necessary to
ensure that the dissolution is complete [124]. Due to this inconvenience, other technologies are sought
that allow for knowing the elementary analysis. Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (WDXRF),
for instance, is a novel technique used for elemental analysis applications [137–139]. In WDXRF,
all elements are excited, simultaneously yielding each one a characteristic radiation emission that is
detected by a detector. This technique can be used directly in solid materials, avoiding the complex
dissolution of the solid required by ICP-OES.

4.7. Aqueous Stability Testing

MOFs must be stable in aqueous solution to efficiently carry out the photocatalytic reactions
for water purification; hence, it has significant importance in testing the aqueous stability of these
materials. Usually, MOFs have basic or acidic functional groups on their structure, so it has to be
measured the pH of the water before adding the MOF and after it is removed. Even, it can be interested
to determine the zeta potential of the MOF, which corresponds to the surface charge at the interface
between the MOF surface and the water medium. A simple way to assess the stability in water of
MOFs is to expose the material to an aqueous solution at known pH. Subsequently, after a certain
time, the MOF is filtered, washed, and dried. The stability yield can be known by comparing the mass
recovered with the initial mass [124]. However, this comparison requires first a control of the structure
and porosity, measuring the XRD and the N2 adsorption isotherm before and after water testing.
Another option for understanding the aqueous stability is to measure the water adsorption isotherms
by introducing a set partial pressure of water vapor into the MOF under vacuum [115]. As stated before,
the majority of MOFs are microporous materials, where gas adsorption followed the expected type I
isotherm. The shape of the respective adsorption isotherm provided details on the strength and type
of interaction between the water molecule and the MOF surface. These analyses must be accompanied
by XRD characterization. Thus, although most MOFs display water adsorption isotherms that are
similar to those reported by other porous materials (e.g., zeolites or carbon materials), there are several
MOFs that exhibit interesting adsorption behavior as a consequence of their framework flexibility.
MOFs of type MIL-53 are a clear example of this behavior, in which the water adsorption produces a
reversible structural transition from its large pore form to its narrow pore form, accompanying by a
large reduction in their pore volume [115]. Nonetheless, for those applications in which MOFs must be
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used in aqueous phase, the best way to check the MOF stability is by immersion and stirring under the
specific aqueous conditions, followed by the XRD, BET, and mass loss analysis after sample filtration.

4.8. Photoluminescence (PL) Spectroscopy

PL provides information about the electronic properties of semiconductors. In this spectroscopy,
the material is directly excited by a light proceeding from a xenon lamp. The material absorbed the
radiation, but the excess energy not adsorbed is dissipated by the material through the emission of
light, known as photoluminescence. The energy emitted as light in semiconductors is related to the
band gap energy, i.e., the energetic difference between the CB and VB, but also with the presence of
localized defect levels. In this way, photoluminescence supplies information about oxygen vacancies,
structural defects, and the recombination of photogenerated charges. It is noteworthy that the intensity
of the spectrum gives information about the number of recombination centres present in the MOF.
A higher photocurrent response usually indicates the more efficient separation of the photogenerated
charges and longer lifetime of the charge carriers [140]. As an example, Sofi et al. [141] studies the
photoluminescence response of pristine HKUST-1 and Ag/Ag3PO4/HKUST-1 heterostructure to
investigate the recombination of photogenerated charge carriers. Authors attributed the decreasing
of the intensity in the heterostructure to the reduction of the electron-hole recombination due to the
effective separation of photoinduced charge carriers. Thus, highlights that this technique, together
with the UV-vis characterization, are very useful to understand the photocatalytic activity of the MOFs.

5. Experimental Procedures for Photocatalytic Tests

5.1. Photocatalytic Reactors

There are many diverse and heterogeneous configurations of photocatalytic reactors that are
devoted to water treatment processes. The most common classification divides photocatalytic reactors
into (i) reactors with the photocatalyst suspended in the solution and (ii) those with the photocatalyst
immobilized on a fixed support [26,142]. The former one needs an additional separation step for the
recovery and recirculation of the photocatalysts’ particles. In contrast, the latter allows for operating in
a real continuous mode. The literature contains many different photocatalytic reactor configurations
that could be sorted by this classification.

5.1.1. Slurry Reactors

Slurry reactors have been widely employed in many studies, probably due to their simplicity
of use. Furthermore, this configuration is valid for all types of light sources, i.e., UV, visible, or solar.
In these reactors, the solid photocatalyst is suspended in the aqueous solution by air bubbling or
mechanical stirring. They can be externally irradiated or include submerged lamps and can operate
in batch or continuous mode. Besides their simplicity, this type of reactor has other remarkable
advantages, including a very high exposed surface area of photocatalyst and low mass-transfer
limitations. In contrast, their main disadvantages are the problems of light penetration due to the
opacity and the recovery of the fine powder photocatalysts from the liquid phase. The powder
photocatalysts can be separated using filtration systems or settling tanks, which allow a continuous
operation mode.

5.1.2. Photocatalytic Membrane Reactor (PMR)

Photocatalytic membrane reactors combine in a single set up the photocatalytic reactor and the
filtration stage [143]. A membrane is used with two different purposes, to serve as photocatalyst
support forming an active photocatalytic layer and/or to be used for the separation and recirculation
of the photocatalytic particles [144]. In the case of the immobilization of the photocatalysts on the
membrane, the irradiated surface area is very considerably reduced and the regeneration of the
photocatalysts implies the replacement of the whole membrane [145]. To overcome these disadvantages,
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slurry PMRs can be used. In these reactors, the photocatalysts particles are suspended in the
aqueous phase, like in slurry reactors, and the membrane is used for the recovery/confinement
of the photocatalysts particles [146,147].

5.1.3. Annular Photoreactor

In annular photoreactors, the water solution is confined between two concentric cylinders. Usually,
the inner cylinder accommodates the light lamp, which is refrigerated with flowing air, although these
reactors could be also externally irradiated [148]. This configuration provides a symmetrical irradiation
and allows multiple possibilities for the positioning of the photocatalyst particles. The photocatalysts
could be suspended in the solution, like in slurry reactors, or immobilized on supports located in the
space between both cylinders or in the internal wall of the external cylinder.

Many other reactor configurations are described in the technical literature, including microreactors,
rotating annular reactors, closed-loop reactors, among many others [26,149,150]. It is also worth
mentioning the utilization of photoreactors with parabolic deflectors to enhance the incidence of
light and increase the photocatalytic activity, especially in solar photocatalytic applications [151].
The selection of the photoreactor depends on several factors, including the pollutant to be removed,
its concentration, the volume of water to be treated, the type of radiation (lamps or real sunlight),
and, of course, the budget. Thus, the best photoreactor depends on the technological requirements [152].
For real sunlight applications, compound parabolic photoreactor is the most used because its simple
design and handling, being even about 30–200% more efficient than other solar photoreactors [153].

5.2. Parameters Affecting the Photocatalytic Behavior

Besides the reactor configuration, the photocatalytic activity is highly dependent on the different
operational parameters. The effect of some of these parameters on the photocatalytic degradation are
briefly discussed below.

5.2.1. Photocatalyst Loading

Usually, the increment of the amount of photocatalysts results in an increase of the photocatalytic
activity, more or less accentuated depending on the reactor configuration and reaction conditions.
This is due to the higher light absorption and therefore to the higher generation of the reactive radicals
that are responsible of the degradation of the pollutants. However, there is a saturation effect and
beyond this point it is observed a decrease of the photocatalytic with increasing photocatalysis loading.
This behavior is usually attributed to the light blocking produced by the increase of the turbidity of the
water due to the high number of suspended particles of the photocatalyst.

5.2.2. pH

pH is one of the most decisive parameters affecting the overall behavior of the photocatalytic
reaction. pH affects not only the surface charge of the photocatalytic particles, but also their
self-aggregation. The analysis of the pH impact is usually performed based on the pH of point
of zero charge (pHPZC) of the photocatalyst. So that, at pH values near pHPZC, the interaction
between the solved pollutants and the photocatalyst’s surface is very little due to the absence
of significant electrostatic forces. However, when the pH of the solution is lower than pHPZC,
the photocatalyst surface becomes positively charged and therefore it exerted an electrostatic attraction
towards negatively charged compounds. This can intensify the adsorption on the photocatalyst and
consequently increase the possibility of degradation of the pollutant. Finally, if the pH is higher than
the pHPZC, then the surface of the photocatalyst will be charged negatively and therefore it repulses
anion compounds.

Besides to the electrostatic effect between the surface of the photocatalyst and the dissolved
pollutants, pH can also affect significantly the interaction between the particles of the photocatalysts
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themselves. At pH values that ate near the pHPZC of the photocatalyst, the aggregation of the
photocatalyst particles is observed, resulting in photocatalyst sedimentation [154].

5.2.3. Temperature

The effect of the temperature on the photocatalytic activity in the water purification processes has
been extensively analyzed in the literature. It is generally accepted that the increase of the reaction
temperature favors the recombination of charges and disfavors the adsorption of the pollutants on
the surface on the photocatalysts [155]. Furthermore, the increase of the reaction temperature can also
result in a decrease of the oxygen adsorbed, with a detrimental effect in the photocatalytic activity,
as explained below.

5.2.4. Dissolved Oxygen

Dissolved oxygen plays a crucial role in the framework of photocatalytic degradation of pollutants
in water. Oxygen is involved in the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are mainly
responsible for the pollutant degradation by oxidation reactions. Furthermore, dissolved oxygen also
guarantees enough electron scavengers to avoid recombination effects, stabilize radical intermediates,
and it is directly involved in some of the intermediate photocatalytic reactions [156]. The amount of
dissolved oxygen can be approximated by the Henry’s Law at the reaction conditions. The increment of
the temperature of the aqueous medium produces a reduction of the dissolved oxygen concentration.

5.2.5. Contaminant Initial Concentration

The initial concentration of the contaminant also has a significant effect on the kinetics of the
photocatalytic degradation reaction. A significant increase in the contaminant concentration results in
slower photodegradation rates, which are mainly due to (i) the surface of the photocatalyst can
be saturated by the adsorbed molecules of the contaminant and (ii) a decrease of the photonic
efficiency [157].

5.2.6. Light Wavelength

The light wavelength can show a very significant effect on the photocatalytic degradation
depending on the photocatalyst characteristics. Nowadays, the studies can be classified according
to the light wavelength in UV, visible, or solar irradiation. The band gap value of the photocatalyst
allows for estimating the wavelength of the irradiated light that can activate it. For instance, TiO2 in
anatase phase has a band gap value of around 3.2 eV, and it can be activated with a light wavelength of
λ < 380 nm [26]. In contrast, other semiconductor with lower band gaps, such as some types of MOFs,
can be activated with lights of higher wavelengths, including visible or solar radiation that cover a
wide range of wavelengths [158–160].

5.2.7. Light Intensity

In water applications, it is generally accepted that relatively high light intensity values are needed
to obtain a proper photocatalytic reaction rate. This is due to the needing of a minimum number of
photons to activate the surface of the photocatalyst. Initial studies confirmed a linear relationship
between contaminant conversion and incident radiant lux [161]. However, later a different relation
between the reaction rate and light intensity changes was demonstrated. With increasing light intensity,
the linear dependency between the reaction rate and radiant flux changes from linear (r = k·Φ) to a
square root (r = k·Φ0.5) and finally to zero order (r = k). This behavior can be explained by the saturation
of the photocatalyst surface.
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5.3. Kinetics and Modelling

Most of the studies reported in the literature fitted their experimental results to simplified
Langmuir-Hinshelwood models. The kinetic mechanisms should consider the contaminant and
the oxygen molecules. However, oxygen is usually in great excess in the reaction media and therefore
its concentration can be considered to be constant during the whole reaction. The photocatalytic
reaction can be described by a first-order reaction following the expression:

r = −dCads(t)
dt

= k·Cads(t)

where r is the reaction rate, Cads(t) is the amount of contaminant adsorbed on the photocatalyst at time
t and k is the rate constant. While considering that the adsorption-desorption equilibrium follows a
Langmuir isotherm, the previous equation can be written as:

r =
k·KL·C(t)

1 + KL·C(t)

being KL the Langmuir constant and C(t) the concentration of the contaminant in the solution at time t.
Generally, photocatalytic degradations are performed with low concentrations of the contaminant,
therefore KL·C(t) << 1, and the equation can be simplified to:

r = −dC(t)
dt

= k·KL·C(t) = kapp·C(t)

where kapp is the product of k and KL known as apparent rate constant. The integration of this equation
between 0 and t, results in:

ln
(

C0

Ct

)
= k·t

being C0 and Ct the contaminant concentrations in the solution at times 0 and t, respectively.
The representation of ln(C0/Ct) versus reaction time, t, allows for obtaining the value of the apparent
rate constant from the slope of the line adjusting the experimental data.

6. Water Purification by Photocatalysis Using MOFs

Their outstanding properties and their versatility make MOFs ideal candidates for photocatalytic
applications. One hot topic in photocatalysis is water purification to remove diverse pollutants,
including heavy metals, nitrates, priority pollutants or emerging pollutants, and inactivate different
pathogens. The use of MOFs in this application is subject to their photochemical response but also
to their stability in water. They must maintain their structural and textural properties at the same
time as their photocatalytic activity after successive uses. The literature reports several strategies to
develop photoactive materials that are based on MOFs, which have been classified in three groups
depending on the photocatalytic mechanism and they can be seen in Figure 9 [162–164]. The first
approach exploits the semiconductor dots properties of the metal clusters, which act as dispersed
nanosemiconductors that are isolated by the organic linkers. This approach results in type I MOFs
that can be more efficient than conventional semiconductors because: (i) their high porosity, which
favors the presence of the pollutant close to the semiconductor dots and the photogenerated charges;
(ii) their high density of photoactive dots; and, (iii) the organic linker can also absorb light, acting as
antennae and thus increasing the photoresponse of the catalyst [163]. Type II MOFs are synthesized
using organic linkers with photoresponse, such as dye-based linkers, which are separated by the
metal clusters. The linkers act as antennas absorbing the light and transferring the photogenerated
charges to the metal clusters, described as linker-metal cluster charge-transfer mechanism (LCCT) [129].
Finally, type III MOFs is the simplest approach in which the MOFs are used as a porous matrix and the
photoactive species are encapsulated within its porous structure.
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While the promising photochemical properties of MOFs were described from the end of nineteens,
their application in water purification began a decade later. The main drawback of these materials
was their stability in water. As an example, Alvaro et al. [165] reported in 2007 the photodegradation
of phenol in water using the MOF-5, but its instability was further reported by Hausdorf et al. [166],
who observed that its structural modification depended of the water environment. It was not until
2013, when Laurier et al. [167] described the photocatalytic activity of several Fe-MOFs (MIL-88B,
MIL-100, and MIL-101, all based on Fe3-µ3-oxo clusters) for the degradation of Rhodamine 6G under
visible light (550 nm). Although the dye degradation was not complete, these MOFs were more active
than the conventional TiO2 and their crystallinity was reasonably maintained after reaction. Since
then, several works have been published regarding the use of MOFs in water treatment. Among
the most studied MOFs stand out ZIF-8, UiO-66(Zr), and MIL-125(Ti) [168], whose photocatalytic
mechanism corresponds to type II, and MIL-101, MIL-53, and MIL-88B (all Fe-based type I MOFs),
in which the light is used by the Fe-O cluster, so as the photogenerated electron is transferred to Fe3+

from O2− [129,169]. Moreover, the literature shows additional strategies to promote the photocatalytic
activity of MOFs in order to enlarge their visible light absorption, thus favoring their behavior under
solar light.

One approach consists in functionalizing the organic linker to shift its photoresponse to higher
wavelengths. Shi et al. [50] synthesized several amine-functionalized Fe-MOFs (NH2-MIL-88B,
NH2-MIL-53, and NH2-MIL-101) with high stability and activity for the photoreduction of Cr(VI)
in water under visible light. Authors concluded that the incorporation of an amine group in the
organic linker enhanced the activity of the MOFs because both the NH2-linker and the Fe-cluster
were excited under visible light. Authors proposed a mechanism that is based on a dual excitation,
as shown in Figure 10, which promotes the electron transfer and reduces the recombination of
charges. The other strategy used in the design of more efficient photocatalysts is to support metal
nanoparticles on MOFs. A recent example was reported by Liang et al. [170]. Authors loaded Pd
NPs on MIL-100(Fe), leading to active photocatalysts for the photodegradation under visible light of
three PPCPs (Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products), theophylline, ibuprofen, and bisphenol A.
It was concluded that Pd NPs minimized the recombination of photogenerated electron–hole pairs,
improving the photocatalytic performance. Another effective plan of action is to combine MOFs
with other semiconductors achieving interesting and promising heterojunctions. In this approach,
the porous network of the MOF can favor the dispersion of the other semiconductor, yielding to more
active centres [129]. For instance, Mosleh and Rahimi [171] recently analyzed the photodegradation of
abamectin pesticide using Cu2(OH)PO4-HKUST-1 through the sonophotocatalytic technique. The MOF
showed a band gap value of 2.59 eV and an almost complete degradation of the pesticide.
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A great development has been performed on synthesizing MOFs and modifying MOFs, using the
methodologies that are described in Section 3, in order to look for a next generation of photocatalysts
that are more active and stable. Since literature summarized a certain diversity of MOFs for water
treatment by photocatalysis, the following subsections have been established, paying particular
attention to the nature of the pollutant, mainly dyes, heavy metals, priority, and emerging pollutants.
Moreover, since the research in photocatalysis tends to use solar light as an energy source, we have
focused the attention on those works that use visible and solar light for water treatment, leaving in the
background the previous works dedicated to the use of UV radiation. Finally, a subsection has been
included in which the stability and recyclability of these promising photocatalysts are studied.

6.1. Photodegradation of Dyes

Dye effluents are usually discharged from different industries, such as textile, rubber, paper,
leather, plastics, cosmetic, and printing. Their presence in water is responsible of important damages
to aquatic organisms and humans by mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. Most of the dyes are stable
and non-biodegradable, due to their chemical structure that is characterized by a large aromatic degree.
Thus, their removal by conventional biological technologies turns out to be inefficient. In this scenario,
photocatalysis appeared as a promising technology for the removal of organic dyes from wastewater.
Moreover, numerous MOFs have been tested as photocatalysts for the degradation of dyes, which
has been summarized in several reviews [78,172–175]. However, most of articles are just focused on
the removal of commercial dyes in synthetic waters instead of real dyestuffs water. Methylene blue
(MB), Methyl orange (MO), and Rhodamine B (RhB) have been different to the most used dyes as
target pollutants, mainly because they are easy to analyze. Many examples can be found in the review
reported by Wu et al. [172], where it stands out that around 60% of the articles used UV light, while
30% used visible irradiation, and only 5% utilized sunlight as energy source. This issue is mainly due
to the lower conversion rates that are achieved by pure MOFs when using solar light; even in some
cases additional oxidant (such as H2O2 or persulfate) is needed to favor the degradation rate. Table 2
appointed some relevant examples of pure MOFs that are used for dyes degradation that is classified
according to the type of radiation employed.
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Table 2. Relevant examples of MOFs for dyes degradation, along with the dye target and the light used.

MOFs Dye Target 1 Light Source Reference

Cu(II)-pyrazole MOFs MB, MO UV (+H2O2) [176]

Cd(II)-imidazole MOFs
MB, MO

UV
[177]

MO [178]

Zn(II)-imidazole MOFs MO UV [178]

ZIF-8 (Zn-imidazole MOF) MB UV [179]

Ag(I)-MOFs R6G
UV

[180]
12 azo dyes (among them
MO, AO7, CR and EBT) [181]

MIL-125 (Ti-MOF) MB UV [182]

MIL-88B, MIL-100, MIL-101 (Fe-MOFs) R6G visible [167]

MIL-53 (Fe-MOF)
MG, RhB

visible
[183]

MB [184]

MIL-88A MB visible [185]

NTU-9 (Ti-MOF) RhB, MB visible [174]

Cu(II)-imidazole MOFs
Zn(II)-imidazole MOFs MB visible [174]

TMU (Zn-MOF) CR UV and visible [186]

UiO-66 (Zr-MOF) MB visible [187]

Cu (II)-imidazole MOFs RhB, MB natural light [188]

Cu (II)-pyrazine MOFs MB sunlight [189]

UiO-66 (Zr-Ti MOFs) MB sunlight [190]
1 R6G = rhodamine 6G; AO7 = acid orange 7; CR = congo red; EBT = eriochrome black T; MG = malachite green.

Among the MOFs used under UV light stands out several Cd(II)-imidazole MOFs, as reported by
Liu et al. [177]. Their study for the MB and MO degradation demonstrated that the Cd(II) complexes
formed with the linkers were excited by UV light, generating the photogenerated charges that are
required for dyes degradation. In a posterior work, Zhang et al. [178] tested other Cd(II)-imidazole
MOFs for MO degradation and demonstrated that the adequate band gap was not the only factor that
controlled the activity, had to take into account other factors, such as its efficiency in the transference
and separation of charges. Zn(II)-imidazolate MOF, named ZIF-8, also revealed a high activity for
the MB degradation under UV light due to the excitation of the Zn-complexes [179]. Regarding the
types of MOFs described before, it has been reported that the ligand of Ag(I)-tetrazole MOFs was
relevant in the design of active photocatalysts for the R6G degradation [180]. Using ligands with more
delocalized π electrons (such as ethylenediamine and 5,5′-tetrazolate) favored the linker-metal cluster
charge-transfer mechanism (LCCT), resulting in higher degradation rates.

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the technological application of photocatalysis tends to the
use of solar light as an energy source. For this reason, many researchers are currently working on the
design of MOFs with the aim of enhancing their activity under visible light. Different Fe-based MOFs
have been tested for the photodegradation of dyes under visible light [158]. Among them, MIL-88B
(based on terephthalate linkers) showed higher activity for R6G degradation than others MIL-100 and
MIL-101 MOFs, which was associated to the visible light absorption of the Fe-oxo-clusters that formed
the structure (being a type-I MOF) [167]. However, regarding the degradation rates, none of these
Fe-based MOFs achieved full conversion values of the dye. Similar behavior has been reported by
different authors when MIL-53 was used as photocatalyst under visible light. Although it absorbed
the light in the visible region because of its low band gap, it only managed to degrade 40% of RhB
after 6 h of reaction [183] and only 3% of MB after 1 h [184]. Something similar occurred when using
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MIL-88A as photocatalyst. The degradation of MB only achieved 40% of conversion, requiring the
incorporation of H2O2 as oxidant to achieve 100% conversion [185].

Since titanium dioxide is by far the most used photocatalyst, several researchers have focused
on the preparation of Ti-MOFs. NTU-99 has been described as an efficient catalyst, achieving
the complete degradation of RhB and MB in short times (20–80 min) and maintaining its activity
after successive reaction cycles [191]. Although MIL-125 showed activity for other photocatalytic
applications (CO2 transformation and/or water splitting), its effectiveness in water purification is not
so interesting [192–194]. For instance, under UV light, the MB conversion reached was 96% after 6 h,
but it should be noted that only by adsorption 90% of MB was removed from the solution (without
light), so its photocatalytic activity is quite low [182]. More interesting is the design of MOFs with
activity under solar light. In this sense, UiO-66(Ti) was successfully synthesized from UiO-66(Zr) MOF,
reaching more than 80% of MB degradation under simulated sunlight [190]. Its activity was related to
the light absorption by the titanium-oxo-clusters, which results in the generation of superoxide and
hydroxyl radicals that are able to oxidize the dye.

The choice of adequate metal clusters is an important issue during the design of active MOFs.
It has been described that the d-d spin of some metals could shift the absorption of the MOF to the
visible region. Nevertheless, the ligands also play an important role in the photocatalytic activity for
dyes degradation [173]. N,O-donor and N-containing ligands are often selected for the synthesis of
stable and functional MOFs. Using N,O-donor ligands results in the formation of chromophore blocks
that provide π-π transitions by light absorption. This property induces the shift of the absorption band
to higher wavelengths. Interesting results were reported by Qiao et al. [174]. These authors prepared
novel Cu-MOFs with a mixture of N,O-donor ligands (pyridine- and imidazole-based ligands) able
to degrade about 70–80% of several dyes (MO, MB and RhB) under visible light in less than 4 h.
Complete conversion of MB was achieved after 2.5 h with a Co-MOF using triazaindolizine-based
ligand as Co linker. Nevertheless, there are no data on their stability, reusability, or toxicity, and no
reported works that better describe its performance from a technological point of view. N-donor
ligands were also selected because they have lone electron pairs in their structure that can be
faster transferred to the metal clusters [186], however the photocatalytic performances were below
the expected. As an example, azine-functionalized N-donor ligands were used for synthesizing
Zn-MOFs [186]. Although the catalysts have low band gap values (2.2–2.6 eV), their photocatalytic
activity was low, achieving only 40% conversion of congo red dye under visible light. Surprisingly,
despite reducing the band gap, this type of catalysts (based on N-donor ligands) showed better activity
when evaluated under UV radiation [186,195], which shows that the reduction of the band gap is not
the only factor to be considered in the design of visible active photocatalysts. Based on these N-ligands,
the modification of known MOFs by introducing -NH2 in the ligand has been studied [103,168,173].
Its incorporation usually results in the reduction of the band gap, extending the light absorption to the
visible region. This behavior is ascribed to the conjugated π electron transition from the amine-ligand
to the metal-clusters. Nevertheless, as occurred with N-donor ligands, although the NH2-MOFs
had narrow band gaps, their photocatalytic activity did not stand out for dyes removal. Mu et al.
demonstrated that UiO-66-NH2 had worse photocatalytic performance for RhB degradation than
UiO-66 in spite of its lower band gap [196].

As has been said so far, the activity of MOFs in terms of dye conversion values is quite limited,
mainly for their application under solar light. In addition, the stability of these MOFs in aqueous
solutions is also an important drawback. For these reasons, different modifications are currently
under study with a double aim to enhance the activity under solar light (achieving higher conversion
rates) and the stability in aqueous solutions. Although in the literature there is a wide range of
examples, this review focuses the attention on those modifications that are designed for the use of
solar radiation. These modifications are similar to those made over other semiconductors that can
be divided into: metal doping, metal nanoparticles decoration, and combination with free-metal
semiconductors [168,172,173]. These modifications are mainly focused on (i) enhancing the light
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absorption, extending it to the visible region; (ii) generating electrons and holes; (iii) keeping the
charges separated avoiding the recombination process; and, (iv) improving the stability. The following
subsections collect information on this.

6.1.1. Metal Doping

The partial substitution of the metal centre of MOFs can enhance the photocatalytic activity under
visible light, similar to what happens with other semiconductors [197]. The substitution of the pristine
metal by other one yields the introduction of new energy levels, resulting in metal-to-metal charge
transfers. These new assemblies are expected to improve the photocatalytic activity of the pristine
MOF. Wang et al. [190] demonstrated that the replacement of Zr by Ti in UiO-66 was an effective way to
increase the MB conversion rate under solar light. The Ti incorporation narrows the band gap of UiO-66
and enhances the absorption properties, which is attributed mainly to the electron donor properties of
Ti. Other interesting example was reported by Li et al. [198] by the substitution of Zn by Ni in ZIF-8,
resulting in a new MOF, denoted as BIT-11. This MOF achieved the complete disappearance of MB in
less than 30 min under visible light. This behavior was ascribed to the photogenerated electrons of Ni
atoms that have a variable valence. This MOF is also interesting because its structure changes slightly
in water. Water molecules induced a chemical de-coordination resulting in a stable four-coordinated
Ni clusters, denoted as BIT-11b.

The NH2-MIL-125 has been also modified by metal doping to enhance the MB photodegradation
under simulated sunlight [199]. Cr (III) and Ag(I) were used as dopants, resulting in doped-MOFs that
reached the total degradation of MB. Chromium was able to induce the formation of structural defects
at the same time that incorporates new energy levels where the photogenerated electrons can migrate.
By other side, silver atoms can act as electrons traps reducing the recombination processes and herby
enhancing the photocatalytic activity. The stability of Ag-MIL-125, which maintained its activity even
after five cycles of use, is also noteworthy.

6.1.2. Metal Nanoparticles Decoration

Different researchers have demonstrated that the incorporation of noble metal nanoparticles over
the surface of the MOF improved its photocatalytic performance [168,173]. Nevertheless, most of those
works study other photocatalytic applications, mainly hydrogen production, so there have not been
many articles related to the degradation of dyes published. Liang et al. [134] reported an interesting
work comparing effectiveness based on deposited metal. Pt, Pd, and Ag were loaded over MIL-100
applied in the methyl orange (MO) degradation upon visible light. Although all metals enhanced
the activity, Pt@MIL-100 showed the highest conversion values, reaching complete degradation after
40 min. It was also remarkable the stability of these M@MIL-100 that maintained the activity after
five cycles of utilization and did not show any structural change. Pt@MIL-100 clearly exhibited the
highest photocurrent density when compared with the other modified-MOFs, which showed that Pt
was more effective in keeping the charges separated and avoiding the electron–hole recombination.
Authors also detailed the mechanism that can be seen in Figure 11. Less expensive alternatives than
Pt NPs have been explored in the literature. In this sense, Co-doped UiO-66 nanoparticles were
synthesized by a one-step solvothermal method and tested for the degradation of tetracycline from
wastewater [200]. Cu NPs have been also tested in different MOF-based materials for photocatalytic
applications [201,202].

6.1.3. Heterostructures Combining Different Components

When compared to other strategies, an interesting solution is to assemble different semiconductors
to construct novel heterostructures with improved activity under visible and solar light.
The bibliography gathers different possibilities of combination, but it is necessary to emphasize
that the objectives in all of them are to favor the absorption of visible light, to generate the charges
and, perhaps most importantly, to keep them separated [168,172]. Without forgetting, of course, the
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requirement that these heterostructures must be stable and maintain their activity after successive uses.
Some examples of these strategies are listed in Table 3.
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Figure 11. Scheme of the mechanism proposed for the Methyl orange (MO) photodegradation with
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MOF combination with metal oxides commonly used in photocatalysis has been an interesting
way to create novel photocatalysts. It is possible to find some examples combining the conventional
TiO2 and ZnO oxides with different MOFs, but most of those heterostructures have been just proved
under UV light [168]. An interesting heterojunction was recently reported, combining TiO2 nanosheets
with MIL-100(Fe), but its photocatalytic performance under visible light requires the addition of H2O2

as oxidant to increase the amount of radicals that are responsible of the MB oxidation [203]. Something
similar occurs by combining Fe-based MOF with iron oxides. They required the addition of H2O2,
thus converting in a photo-Fenton like process. Beside this, Feng et al. [204] constructed recently a
magnetic modified MOF based on Fe2O3/MIL-53(Fe). Although the best photocatalyst was not able to
completely degrade the MB tested, the reusability of the photocatalysts was very interesting because it
can be recovered from aqueous solution by a magnet thanks to the paramagnetic properties provided
by the inclusion of Fe2O3.

Table 3. Heterostructures based on MOFs for dyes degradation under visible and solar light.

MOFs Dye Target 1 Degradation Rate Light Source Reference

Fe2O3/MIL-53(Fe) MB 70%–240 min visible [204]

BiVO4/UiO-66 RhB 100%–140 min visible [160]
Bi2WO6/UiO-66 RhB 100%–180 min visible [205]
Bi2MoO6/UiO-66 RhB 95%–120 min visible [206]

Bi2MoO6/MIL-100 RhB 90%–90 min visible [207]
BiOBr/UiO-66 RhB 100%–15 min visible [208]

BiOBr/NH2-MIL-125 RhB 100%–100 min visible [209]

Ag2CO3/UiO-66(Zr) RhB 100%–120 min visible [210]
AgI/UiO-66(Zr) RhB 100%–60 min visible [211]

Ag3PO4/MIL-53(Fe) RhB 100%–90 min visible [212]

g-C3N4/MIL-125 RhB 100%–60 min visible [213]
g-C3N4/MIL-100 RhB 100%–240 min visible [214]

g-C3N4/MIL-53(Al) RhB 100%–75 min visible [215]

rGO/NH2-MIL-125 MB 100%–30 min visible [216]
rGO/MIL-88(Fe) RhB, MB 100%–20 min sunlight [217]
GO/MIL-101(Cr) MG 92%–60 min sunlight [218]

1 RhB = rhodamine B; MB = methylene blue; MG = malachite green.
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Bismuth based materials are another typical class of semiconductor studied that have attracted
wide attention as visible-light-driven photocatalysts because of their narrow band gap. Bi2WO6

was assembled on UiO-66(Zr) for the removal of RhB under visible lights. The data demonstrated
the high activity of these composites that depended on the Bi:Zr ratio used during the synthesis.
RhB was totally degraded after 3 h of reaction due to the formation of O2

•− and h+ as main active
species [205]. Further, same authors were also able to synthesize several BiOBr/UiO-66 composites
that were more efficient than Bi2WO6/UiO-66, achieving total elimination of RhB in just 15 min under
visible light [208]. The activity of this composite was also attributed to the generation of active O2

•−

and h+ species. More recently, Bi2MoO6 was coupled to UiO-66, yielding novel photocatalysts with a
similar photocatalytic activity than Bi2WO6/UiO-66 for the removal of RhB under visible light [206].
It is noteworthy that all these heterostructures were better than the pristine UiO-66, which just achieved
RhB conversion values close to 40%. The combination of MOFs with bismuth compounds improves
the photocatalytic activity because it favors the separation of charges, inhibiting the recombination
and thus generating more radical species [209].

Several silver-based materials have been also used as a component to promote the photocatalytic
activity for dyes degradation. Ag2CO3 was combined with UiO-66(Zr) yielding high RhB degradation
rates [210]. The results showed the existence of an interaction between the Ag2CO3 and the UiO-66,
which benefited the structural stability of the composite and its photocatalytic performance. The same
authors also fabricated a similar heterostructure with AgI and UiO-66, achieving analogous performance
for RhB degradation [211].

g-C3N4 is a metal-free semiconductor with a low band gap (2.70 eV) that can absorb visible
light, so it has a great potential for photocatalytic applications. Its coupling with different MOFs
has been considered by researches for dyes removal. g-C3N4/MIL-125 heterostructure was created
some years ago by hydrothermal synthesis, studying the optimal ratio among both components.
The photocatalytic data showed that just incorporating 7% of g-C3N4 was possible to increase the
degradation rate to double [213]. The stability of this heterostructure was also remarkable, showing the
same RhB reduction after five recycles. The photocatalytic performance was ascribed to the electron
transfer in the metal-oxo-clusters, the light absorption by g-C3N4, and the intimate contact among
both semiconductors that favors the charges separation [214].

Graphene materials have been also proved as a component to create novel heterojunctions with
different MOFs for water treatment by photocatalysis. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and graphene
oxide (GO) have been selected because of their textural and conductive properties (see examples in
Table 3). rGO/NH2-MIL-125 turns out to be an interesting example [216]. Authors described the
high photocatalytic performance of this heterojunction for MG degradation, but also demonstrated
that the incorporation of rGO affected the crystallization of the MOF. Both NH2-MIL-125 and rGO
are π-rich structures that, when combined, generate strong interactions that produce the twisting
of the Ti-oxo-clusters and distort the NH2-MIL-125 structure. When designing heterojunctions, it is
also important to take into account the relationship between both components. This issue was also
studied in this work, showing that rGO amounts higher than 20% diminished the activity, because a
redundant relationship between both semiconductors occurred that caused weakness in the movement
of electrons.

Continuing with the idea of achieving more efficient use of solar energy, due to the increasing
environmental and energy concerns, the synthesis of ternary and hybrid systems has received great
attention. These systems integrate different components (more than 2) in order to take advantage of the
synergy between different heterojunctions. Table 4 summarizes some representative examples, recently
reported, highlighting Z-schemes systems that are based on plasmonic structures. Most of them use
silver nanoparticles and other silver compounds to enhance the photocatalytic activity. The superior
activity of these ternary systems was usually attributed to the synergistic effects from the surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) of silver compounds and the sequential transfer of charges via the known
Z-scheme mechanism, resulting in an efficient separation of electron-hole pairs [141]. Nevertheless,
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in some cases the stability of these hybrids is not strong enough. For instance, Ag/AgCl/MIL-53
exhibited high photocatalytic activity for the removal of different dyes, but its efficiency decreased
after several recycles [219].

Table 4. Ternary and hybrid systems for dyes removal under visible and solar light.

MOFs Dye Target 1 Degradation Rate Light Source Reference

Ag/AgCl/ZIF-8 RhB
70%–60 min visible [220]
98%–16 min sunlight [221]

Ag/AgCl/MIL-53 RhB, MB 100%–50 min visible [219]
Ag/Ag3PO4/HKUST-1 PBS 80%–90 min visible [141]

Ag3PO4/MIL-101/NiFe2O4 RhB 95%–30 min visible [222]
Ag/GO/MIL-125 RhB 95%–50 min visible [223]

Pd/GO/MIL-101(Cr) brilliant green
and acid fuchsi 100%–15 min visible [224]

1 RhB = rhodamine B; MB = methylene blue; PBS = ponceau BS.

6.2. Photoreduction of Heavy Metals

Regarding the water pollution, heavy metals turn out to be toxic pollutants whose removal is
one of the challenges of many researches. Different heavy metals have been detected in surface water
and industrial wastewater, with lead, mercury, cadmium, arsenic, and chromium being the most
representative. These compounds cause acute toxicity on humans and aquatic organisms [225,226].
A recent review reports the use of MOFs for the removal of heavy metals from water, but it is curious
that the vast majority are dedicated to elimination by adsorption [227]. There is a small number of
works that try to convert these toxic species into others of lower toxicity. Among them stands out the
reduction of Cr(VI) by photocatalysis. The removal of Cr(VI) is one of the objectives in environmental
remediation due to the increasing use of chromium compounds in various industries, such as metal
plating and tanneries. Table 5 summarizes some representative examples that are used for chromium
reduction under visible light, including some pristine and modified-MOFs.

Table 5. Relevant MOFs and modified-MOFs used for Cr(VI) reduction under visible light.

MOFs Degradation Rate Reference

MIL-68 100%–5 min (pH = 3) [228]
NH2-MIL-88, NH2-MIL-101 100%–40/60 min [50]

NH2-MIL-125 80%–60 min [229]

Au, Pd, Pt@MIL-100 100%–8 min [134]
Pd@UiO-66-NH2 100%–100 min [230]

rGO/UiO-66-NH2 100%–100 min [140]
g-C3N4/MIL-53(Fe) 100%–180 min [231]

rGO/MIL-53(Fe) 100%–80 min [232]

Ag/AgCl/MIL-53 100%–240 min [219]

Initially Fe-based MOFs, such as MIL-53 or MIL-100, were tested for reducing Cr(VI), although
not too many were able to achieve high conversion rates at short times (among 1 and 2 h) [227].
The continuous investigations on MOFs have allowed advancement in the development of more
efficient photocatalysts. Thus, MIL-68(Fe) prepared by solvothermal methodology showed high
activity under visible light in a wide pH range [228]. 100% conversion rate was obtained in just
5 min at pH = 3. Higher pH values result in the same conversion rate but requires greater times, e.g.,
60 min are required at pH = 6. The amine functionalization of different MOFs was also tested by
different authors. Shi et al. [50] prepared different amine-Fe-based-MOFs and observed that the amine
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effect depends on the pristine MOF structure. Thus, while NH2-MIL-88 and NH2-MIL-101 achieved
complete Cr(VI) reduction among 40–60 min, NH2-MIL-53 only managed to reduce 10% of Cr(VI).
Authors assumed that the high performance of those NH2-MIL(Fe) is because the incorporation of
NH2 in the linker promotes the transfer of charges between the organic linker and the iron cluster
and it enhances the light absorption. These NH2-MIL(Fe) also exhibited high stability in the reaction
medium, maintaining their performance after successive reuses.

Regarding the modified-MOFs, the strategies followed so far to modify MOFs are the same as
those that are described above in Section 6.1, mainly metal NPs decoration and heterostructures
creation. The M@MIL-100 system described before for MO degradation was also tested for Cr(VI)
reduction, demonstrating once again the activity of these modified-MOFs [134]. All of them reached
the complete reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III) in very short times, even Pt@MIL-100 only needed 8 min,
even being stable when reused in successive occasions. Different heterostructures have also been
tested in the reduction of chromium by photocatalysis. Heterojunctions with g-C3N4 are attracting
great attention, as occurred for dyes degradation, because the contact between both semiconductors
inhibits the recombination process. In a recent work, g-C3N4/MIL-153(Fe) was successfully prepared,
demonstrating high conversion rates for the reduction of Cr(VI). The study revealed that the activity
was not only favored by the inhibition of recombination but also because the contact improved charges
mobility thanks to the good conductive properties of g-C3N4 [231]. Analogous performance was
obtained when MIL-53(Fe) was assembled with reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which was able to
minimize the charges recombination [232]. The promoter effect of rGO has been also observed during
the Cr(VI) reduction with rGO/UiO-66-NH2. In this case, rGO acts as an electron trapper, extending
the average life time of electron-hole pairs [140].

At this stands, it is noteworthy that, contrary to what happens with other semiconductors, MOFs
have not been tested almost for the reduction of heavy metals other than Cr(VI). Even, the use of solar
light has not been considered enough in photoreduction processes instead of what happens with the
degradation of dyes. Therefore, there are still many opportunities for research in this field to apply
MOFs to heavy metals remediation.

6.3. Photodegradation of Priority Pollutants

Different chemical pollutants were included by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA,
Washington, DC, USA) in a list because of their toxicity and their presence in urban areas and
wastewater systems [233]. They were known as priority pollutants, including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, pesticides, volatile organic compounds, chlorobenzenes, phthalates, and alkylphenols.
Their toxicity was related to their carcinogenic and mutagenic effect on organisms and humans,
aggrieved by their persistence in the environment.

Among them, phenol and related phenolic-compounds have been extensively studied as target
contaminants in many technologies that are focused on water purification. Their degradation
pathways are known in detail, which allows for establishing a reliable comparison between various
photocatalysts. Nevertheless, not too many MOFs have been tested for phenol degradation, probably
because the conversion rates achieved were not so high. For instance, Alvaro et al. [165] compared
some time ago the activity of MOF-5 with TiO2 and ZnO semiconductors for phenol degradation
under UV light. Although, the activity per metal atom was somewhat superior, the conversion rate
per gram of catalyst was considerably inferior. Even, posterior studies demonstrated the instability of
MOF-5 in water systems [227]. More recently, Surib et al. [234] intercalated several metal ions (Ag+,
Fe3+, and Zn2+) into the porous framework of a Cd-MOF by ion-exchange, yielding a new series of
photocatalysts used for the removal of 2-chlorophenol under direct daylight illumination. All of the
tested modified-MOFs were more active than the common TiO2, although when intercalated with
Fe3+ they achieved the highest conversion value, 93% after 5 h of reaction. Authors explained that
this activity was due to the new energy levels that were triggered between the bands of Cd-MOF by
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the metal ion. These new levels reduced the band gap enhancing the light absorption. Despite these
results, the use of MOFs in the degradation of priority pollutants is still untapped.

6.4. Photodegradation of Emerging Pollutants

Emerging pollutants have raised concerns in water treatment because they are found in
wastewater in low concentrations due to the continued use by humans. The discharge regulations of
these compounds are not completely or not at all regulated, which can result in real hazards to the
human health and environment. Among the emerging pollutants, it is possible to find pharmaceuticals,
personal care products, plasticizers and pesticides, among others [235]. The degradation of emerging
pollutants requires highly efficient photocatalysts that are capable of absorbing visible radiation,
generating the necessary charges and keeping them separate for the creation of radicals that oxidize
contaminants, since these pollutants present a chemical structure that is more difficult to oxidize than
dyes. Despite research into the design of MOFs with photocatalytic activity, until now there are few
works dedicated to the removal of emerging pollutants and most are focused on Fe-based MOFs.
Among Fe-MOFs, MIL-53, MIL-101, and MIL-100 were used for the removal of tetracycline in water
solutions. MIL-101 was with difference the most active, attributed to its structure, reaching 100%
disappearance of the compound [60]. However, it highlights that 60% of the tetracycline elimination
was due to the adsorption process and only 40% was removed by photocatalysis. Although there were
no data about the detection of byproducts, the study about the radical mechanism demonstrated that
O2
•−, h+, and •OH were involved in the tetracycline degradation. The MIL-100 and its derivative

Pd@MIL-100 have also been evaluated in the degradation of various pharmaceuticals and personal care
products (PPCPs), theophylline, ibuprofen, and bisphenol A [170]. However, their activity was quite
limited and required the incorporation of additional oxidants, such as H2O2, to achieve conversions
that are greater than 60%, becoming a photo-Fenton type process.

Better results have been recently achieved by Huang et al. [236] with a novel Ag/AgCl@MIL-88A(Fe)
composite. This composite reached the total removal of ibuprofen under visible light after 3 h of reaction,
but more interesting is the high degree of mineralization, achieving in that time a TOC reduction of 90%.
The stability of this composite is also remarkable. It maintains the activity after four recycles and keeps its
structure, without the negligible leaching of Fe and Ag after those four cycles. Authors even studied the
degradation pathway and concluded that h+, e−, and O2

•− played important roles on the photocatalytic
degradation. The performance of this composite is due to a synergistic effect between the plasmon
resonance of Ag NPs, the light absorption of both MOF and AgCl, and the charges separation due to the
interconnection among the three components (Figure 12). Fun et al. [237] prepared a Ag/AgCl@ZIF-8
MOF to eliminate acetaminophen under visible light irradiation.

Interesting works have been recently reported focused on the degradation of tetracycline antibiotic.
Wang et al. [238] developed a core-shell In2S3/MIL-125(Ti) heterostructure that is capable of degrading
60% tetracycline after 60 min upon visible light. This result is very interesting when considering
that the tetracycline oxidation is more difficult than that of dyes. However, compared to other
conventional photocatalysts, the mineralization rate was quite low. Only 17% of tetracycline was
transformed on CO2 and H2O. Even, the stability of this heterostructure was not high enough,
the conversion rate decreased to 45% after three successive cycles. Higher rates were obtained for the
tetracycline photodegradation upon sunlight by using a novel g-C3N4/ZIF-8 heterostructure [239].
Total disappearance was exhibited after 60 min of reaction, although there are no data about the
mineralization of the antibiotic. The mechanism proposed that ZIF-8 absorbs the light yielding
photogenerated electrons that are further transferred to the g-C3N4. These electrons react with the O2

that is present in the medium, generating O2
•− radicals that are involved in the tetracycline oxidation.

At the same time, the holes that are generated in the ZIF-8 can also interact with the target molecules.
As occurred in other heterojunctions, the synergistic effect between both components promotes the
separation of charges and inhibits the undesired recombination process.
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6.5. Stability and Reusability of MOFs during Water Purification by Photocatalysis

Unfortunately, MOFs have relatively inferior stability than other photocatalysts, such as those
based on TiO2, CdS, BiVO4, g-C3N4, and their heterojunctions. Their instability can be mainly related
to the self-dissolution of some components into the aqueous reaction medium, and some irreversible
reaction of metal clusters and/or the organic linkers with some component (reactant, products,
or by-products) of the water medium [163,194]. The main factor controlling the stability of MOFs in
water is the strength of the metal-ligand bonds, although the crystallinity, metal-ligand coordination
geometry, and porosity must be also considered [115,240]. The methodologies commonly used to
study the stability of MOFs are the characterization of the recovered used-MOF after the reaction,
mainly studying the surface morphology and crystalline structure, the metal leaching analysis, and the
reusability tests. It must be taken into account that one of the main aims in terms of environmental
protection is to avoid the leaching of transition metals into the reaction solutions. Nevertheless, it is
also important to avoid the leaching of organic compounds, such as the ligands, whose toxicity could
be even higher than that of the pollutants to be removed. In this respect, although the stability of the
MOFs is currently under study, so far the reported works on the use of MOFs in photocatalysis do not
provide information about the toxicity associated to the leachate or to some by-products. This issue
should be taken into account regarding future implementation. Reusability is also a very relevant
criterion for the use of MOFs. The main reasons established for the reduction of the photocatalytic
activity after several cycles of use were: (i) the inevitable dissolution of some MOF’s components
during the photocatalytic reaction and (ii) the deactivation of the MOF surface due to the adsorption
of some reactant or product [164]. Regarding the stability and reusability, some MOFs and MOF-based
composites have been demonstrated to exhibit reasonable stability and reusability for the catalytic
removal of water contaminants.

As it has been mentioned before, MIL-53(Fe) has been one of the most studied MOF in photocatalysis.
However, some works reveals that its photocatalytic activity decreased significantly after reutilization
for degrading several dyes under visible light. Feng et al. [204] showed that the conversion rate for MB
degradation with MIL-53(Fe) decreased from 90% to 30% after only three cycles of use. Worse results
were obtained by Araya et al. [241] with this MOF, whose photocatalytic performance disappeared
after five cycles during RhB degradation. In this case, the instability was due to the iron leaching on
the reaction medium. However, both works reported interesting solutions to avoid the MIL-53(Fe)
instability based on combining the MIL-53(Fe) with other components. The degradation of MB was
enhanced by synthesizing a magnetic Fe2O3-MIL-53 composite, maintaining a 60% conversion rate after
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three cycles [204], while more than 90% was kept for RhB removal by using a novel hybrid material
Amberlite-MIL-53 combining the MOF with a resin [241].

In addition, many efforts are currently focused on the development of multicomponent MOFs,
also called MOFs-hybrid materials or MOFs-composites, looking for a synergistic effect that enhances
the stability and reusability, the photocatalytic activity, and a better use of the visible light. However, as
it has been affirmed before, the majority of the researches have been focused on the photodegradation
of dyes. The application of MOFs on degrading other pollutants is an important aim to be pursued in
future investigations, shifting, for instance, to the removal of inorganic species, emerging pollutants,
or, even, pathogens from water, focusing the attention on the use of solar light as energy source. It is
also important to remark that the use of MOFs as photocatalysts for water treatment has not been
commercially implemented. That would require solving some important questions. The stability
and reusability are main issues, as discussed throughout this review. The MOF must be stable under
the reaction conditions without any leaching of the metal or of the organic constituents and it must
maintain its photocatalytic performance after successive uses. Nevertheless, synthesis procedures
are also crucial. As discussed above, the solvothermal method is the most commonly used, which
requires temperature (80–180 ◦C), long reaction time, and the use of organic solvents, such as DMF.
This method has been criticized for both environmental and economic reasons, being important
limitations regarding potential application of MOFs. Thus, researchers seek alternative methods for
obtaining MOF structures using water as solvent and other synthesis methods to overcome these
drawbacks. In this respect, the mechano-chemical synthesis arises as a promising alternative to
avoid the use of solvents [91,92,242]. Surely, further studies are required to find a sustainable and
environmental-friendly synthesis method.

7. Conclusions and Outlooks

MOFs are a relatively novel class of porous inorganic–organic materials with the repetitive
structure from unit cell being composed by organic linkers and clusters or metal nodes (SBUs).
The combination of these components allows for synthesizing MOFs with tailored properties for specific
applications, such as photocatalytic degradation of pollutants from water. In order to much widen the
application of MOFs for the photocatalytic water purification process, a deeper understanding of the
structural parameters controlling their activity is needed. Furthermore, most of the studies performed
up to date are focused in the degradation of dyes using UV light as energy source. A more complete
analysis of the degradation of other compounds is advisable, including the photocatalytic degradation
of emerging contaminants and the reduction of heavy metals.

For real application and as compared to traditional semiconductors, such as TiO2 or ZnO,
two aspects must be improved. First, the synthesis conditions should allow for obtaining higher
amounts of MOFs in continuous operation, solvothermal processes are limited by the slow reaction
rates, and at a lower cost. Second, the stability of MOFs in water should be assured. However, MOFs
can be more easily modulated to absorb light in the visible range and therefore they can be considered
as more efficient photocatalysts under solar irradiation. With the achievement of these requirements,
MOFs can become a real alternative with promising future for the removal of different pollutants that
are present in water by photocatalysis.
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